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A WALK ON THE DARK SIDE
words by Elisabetta Romanti
A FEW MONTHS BEFORE THE LAST CHAPTER OF THE SAGA,THERE IS ALREADY A DIFFERENT
ATMOSPHERE IN THE UNIVERSE.IN THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE OF DUALISMS,GOOD
AND BAD,BLACK AND WHITE,ONE THING IS SURE:THE FORCE RUNS STRONG IN THESE ONES!

With its enviable
silhouette, its essential
aesthetics, its absolute
whiteness, and its flat
aluminium disc,Lui L
bylcone Luce has all the
characteristics which
turn a lamp into a special
object Materials, shapes
and colours, all contribute
to the final design. A
deltght that immediately
enchants and reminds of
far far away galaxies

Originally conceived in 1919 by the architect J J. P Oud, the Elling Buffet
has now been rediscovered thanks to the Cassina's
historic carpentry workshop. A sideboard characterized by a peculiar
design of pure geometry. between horizonta!surfaces
and vertical supports, the resultis a grid of contrasts and dynamism,
of voids and solids, on which containers and shelvesalternate

As a result ofthe collaboration between Zaha Hadid Design and Leblon
Dehenne,Le-A is a table with a sculptural shape recalling the dramatic
dynamism the famous architect is widely known for. Inspired by Princess
Leia's iconic hairstyle and braids, this table explain the complexity
ofZaha Hadid Design's distincavelanguage with careful craftsmanship.

Overcoming the
stereotypes of mosaic
and decoration and
exploring new paths, the
new Jointed collection
by Mosaico-t, has been
designed to override
the classic modularity
The chip is engraved with
a graphic motifproviding
the basis for hve different
types ofdecoration
and with the option
of usìng a tone-on-tone
grout ora contrasting
one, to enhance
the material's vibrancy.

Perfectly in line
with the current trend
which no longer requires
the classic rectangular
table in the centre of
the room, MDFS Table,
designed more than
ten years ago by Xa vier
Lust,features new
reconstructed marble
hnishes elegantly
complementing its
sculptural base.

Vader is an evocative
name that inspires
contrasting feelings
ofhostility and
unconditional love, a
very powerful emotional
dualism. In the same
way; designer Luca
Nichetto's Venetian
origins and David Design's
Scandinavian essences
harmoniously created this
ceramiclamp.
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Known for his handmade,
nature-inspired
and extravagant designs,
KENNETHCOBONPUE
used these qualities
to reimagine the beloved
Star Wars universe.
TheImperial TIE Fighter
Wings is inspired
by the unforgettable
symbol of the imperial
fleet, capturing
its agility and strength.

Straightfrom a universe
where the vacuum
cleaner, through the
unmistakable sound
effects of thesaga,
responds to commands
from those who control it,
thePOWERbot" VR7000
Star Wars"Special
Edition came to life The
suction force ofSamsur,g's
new vacuum cleaner is the
one ofa real Sith!
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